T Series Colour Chart
The most versatile treatment chairs available today

DuroCare
The colour swatches are an approximate representation of the colours available and should not be interpreted as an exact colour representation of the finished product.

Apollo Blue
Beaujolais
Beige
Dolphin
Fog
Green
Mako
Navy
Wedgewood

Test | Meets or Exceeds
--- | ---
Fire Resistance | BS7176 for Medium Hazard
Colour Fastness | ISO 105-B02
To Light | ISO 105-B02
Perspiration Acid | AS 2001.4.004
Perspiration Alkaline | AS 2001.4.004
Chlorine Bleaching | AS 2001.4.11
Abrasion - Flat Stoll | AS 2001.2.27
Tear Resistance | AS 2001.2.10
Breaking Force and Elongation | AS 2001.2.3.1
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